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Report by Alan Aungles on Music Teachers Association of SA Summer Conference 2020 

 

Firstly, I would like to thank the Teachers Registration Board for providing the free access to the MTASA 

Summer Conference. It was greatly appreciated. As you will see, I found some of the sessions really 

inspiring. The conference was well organised and well run and presented a wealth of interesting topics.  

 

The ones that were directly applicable to my teaching as a Dept. for Education Instrumental Teacher and 

my fellow colleagues were: 

1. Samantha Penny’s presentation on  
Bigger Better Brains & neuro science music research. 

This session was very applicable to the work I have been doing with my colleagues to run programs in 

schools about building the profile of instrumental lessons in response to the PD sessions run by Dr.Anita 

Collins for the Instrumental Music teachers in 2019 on Bigger Better Brains. 

Sam’s session clarified for me the importance of continuing this work and being proactive in promoting 

the effect of learning a musical instrument and building the neural connections in instrumental students.  

She used clever multi-tasking hand games to highlight the way our brains work and build finger 

coordination skills.  

Sam also pointed out that the skills of learning to read 

music has been shown to improve brain function and 

the skill of playing by ear aids brain development.  

Sam also highlighted the importance of practising every 

day even for a short time and the effect this has on student’s brain and their literacy, reading, aural, and 

spacial skills. 
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2. Sue Fox-Teachers Registration Board of SA 
This session was very helpful in telling my colleagues about the recent changes to the 

requirements of teacher registration and the new process needed to gain registration. It 

was eye opening to find so many teachers were unable to get The Working With 

Children check processed by the Dept of Human services in time by the end of 2019 and 

the need for the special authority to teach.  

Sue also went through all the different registration conditions for instrumental music teachers which 

was quite helpful.  

She also went through all of the conditions for provisional and full registration which was helpful as 

my son is about embark on this process of becoming a secondary school teacher. 

 

3. Mark Matthews- Music & Motifs (music composition presentation).  
This session was wonderful in showing the music Mark has composed and the 

application it has for my students.  

All of his jazz like composition for piano are perfect for my flute students and can be 

arranged for flute and piano.  

What I really liked was they variety of keys and styles in his music. His music has an 

instant delight due to its contemporary feel, and this is something that is very applicable to use with 

my students and sharing with my woodwind colleagues at faculty meetings. The other thing Mark’s 

presentation showed was that his music is so flexible. It gave me the idea of rearranging his music 

for a flute ensemble. I currently have 3 flute ensembles, and this would provide valuable new 

resources. I left this session with so many good ideas. This proves to me the great value of going to 

the Summer conference of the MTASA.  

 

4. Matthews Tyson-St Ceclia International Examainations  
This practical music examination system is totally new to me and I was very interested 

in the difference between the AMEB system and the St.Ceclia system. What was 

interesting is the weighting given to the exam (50%) and there are no scales or sight 

reading. This is very appropriate for a group of learners that I teach that are more performance 

orientated and not so good at the technical side of AMEB music exams. These are often the students 

that play by ear and this examination system is far more suited to this type of learner. It is for this 

reason I found this presentation very interesting and I am keen to share this with my instrumental 

music colleagues.  
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5. Susan Head -session 1 Whole Body Learning, session 2 Engagment & Learning. 
Susan’s presentation was full of actions and singing and keeping the beat,  and her first session 

showed how body percussion and singing is a window into another style of learning.  The group 

singing exercises also reinforced the importance of independence of rhythm and pitch which are 

two crucial concepts that I try and impart in students and the ability to play alongside someone 

playing a different part to them.  

Susan’s 2nd session showed good resources about anxiety issues for student performances such 

as The Little Book of Anxiety Fixes and she discussed how to help students relax with short 

exercises in preparing for a performance.  

 

6. Alison Yap-Smart Learning and Musicianship 
What I found especially helpful about this session was Alison’s clear and well proven hierarchy of 

learning a musical instrument that helped reinforce training and development I have been doing for 30 

years. She clearly showed the importance of tone, finger technique, articulation, rhythm, time 

signatures tempo, and phrasing texture. She elaborated on all of these at length, giving examples of how 

she incorporates them in her teaching. She stated the benefits of playing with backing tracks to 

reinforce hearing the correct pitch, rhythm, pulse, beat and emphasis, which is something I have done 

with iTunes software and CD backing tracks in the last 15 years.  

 

The MTASA summer conference was great T&D because I was mixing with a very different group of 

people and learning many new ideas and approaches to music and instrumental teaching. It was a 

stimulating conference.  
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